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RELATED ACCOUNT AUTHORIZATION
The undersigned (“Customer”) hereby authorizes and directs the RCG Divison of Marex Spectron
(“RCG”) to open a new account using all existing documentation, including but not limited to agreements
and risk disclosure acknowledgments, maintained and existing on file with RCG. Customer hereby
acknowledges the receipt and sufficiency of consideration in exchange for RCG’s agreement to open this
new account. Customer accepts and agrees to be obligated to all of the representations, terms and
conditions contained within the existing account documentation, customer agreement, and other
agreement, or acknowledgment of receipt of risk disclosures previously agreed to with RCG or which
have been assigned to RCG, which are herein incorporated by reference.
Customer further represents that any additional account opened pursuant to this authorization is identical
in all respects to customer’s existing account, except as otherwise disclosed to RCG in writing, and
further represents that there have been no material changes in customer’s personal information or
financial condition as previously disclosed in prior account documentation. For purposes of margin,
customer instructs RCG aggregate all futures, options on futures, cash, securities and other property held
in each of customer’s accounts carried by RCG.
Customer acknowledges that his/her separate accounts will not contain long positions in one account and
offsetting short positions in another account unless such accounts are independently traded or unless one
account is a Speculative Account and the other is a Hedge Account. In any event, Customer understands
that positions in separate accounts cannot be transferred from one account to another account if such
transfer would result in an offsetting transaction.
The reason I/we would like to open another account(s):________________________________________

Account Name:
Date:

Signature

Signature of Joint Account Holder, if any

Print Name

Print Name

